April 8, 2016 (Updated April 14, 2016)
Announcement 1117

Claims for ICD-10 “Z” Codes and “O09” Codes Billed as the Primary/Principal/First-Listed Diagnosis That Denied Inappropriately Will Be Reprocessed

Update to Web Announcement 1068: Claims for ICD-10 “Z” encounter diagnosis codes and the “O09” family of supervision of high-risk pregnancy diagnosis codes that processed with a date of service on or after October 1, 2015, and processed before February 15, 2016, that denied inappropriately when billed as primary/principal/first-listed diagnosis codes are being automatically reprocessed. The affected claims will be reprocessed only for edit codes 0030 (Primary diagnosis missing/invalid) or 0178 (Invalid/missing principal diagnosis). The results of the reprocessed claims will appear on remittance advices dated April 15, 2016, or April 22, 2016.